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The Cave of the Patriarchs massacre, also known as the Ibrahimi Mosque massacre or Hebron massacre, was a
shooting massacre carried out by American-Israeli Baruch Goldstein, also a member of the far-right Israeli Kach
movement.

Following the end of his active duty, Goldstein worked as a physician and lived in the Kiryat Arba settlement
near Hebron , where he served as an emergency doctor. In , Goldstein wrote a letter, published in The New
York Times , which said that Israel "must act decisively to remove the Arab minority from within its borders",
which "could be accomplished by initially offering encouragement and incentives to Arabs to leave of their
own accord". From the evidence of the sanctuary guards, Goldstein was identified as the culprit. A letter was
written to Yitzhak Rabin , the then Israeli Prime Minister, by the Muslim authorities "regarding the dangers"
of Goldstein and asking for action to be taken to prevent daily violations of the mosque. The agent ascribed to
Goldstein the statement, "There will be a day when one Jew will take revenge on the Arabs. He expressed
anti-Arab feelings far before the massacre. Israeli press reports stated that Goldstein refused to treat Arabs,
even those serving in the IDF ; this was also reflected in comments by his acquaintances. He was known to
refuse to treat Druze soldiers who served in the West Bank, claiming that it was against Jewish laws to treat
non-Jews. Manfred Lehman and Dr. Chaim Simons, quoting the Shamgar Commission report. On the eve of
the massacre, Goldstein listened to a reading in the Hall of Abraham of the Scroll of Esther , and spoke to
others of the need to behave like Esther. In this context the festival of Purim was associated with a reading that
concerns Amalek , with whom, in Israeli extremist rhetoric, Palestinians are often identified. Shortly
afterwards, passing through the Hall of Abraham, Goldstein entered the Hall of Isaac, where some Muslims
were at prayer. He was not stopped by the guards, who assumed that he was an officer entering the tomb to
pray in an adjacent chamber reserved for Jews. Standing in front of the only exit from the hall and positioned
to the rear of the Muslim worshippers, is reported as having thrown a grenade into the middle of the hall, [30]
[31] and then opened fire, killing 29 people and wounding another , among them children. Several people
were left with paralyzing wounds. Reports after the massacre were often contradictory. There was initial
uncertainty about whether Goldstein had acted alone; it was reported that eyewitnesses had seen "another man,
also dressed as a soldier, handing him ammunition". Israeli military officials claim that no Israeli troops fired
on the Palestinian worshipers. However, The New York Times interviewed over 40 different Palestinian
eyewitnesses, many of whom were confined to hospital beds with gunshot wounds, and thus "unable to
compare notes". All witnesses corroborated that three Israeli guards opened fire, likely in panic amid the
confusion, as the Muslims fled the shrine, with at least one soldier firing into the crowd. For instance, Danny
Yatom asserted that two of the guards had fired six or seven shots in the confusion "but only in the air," while
the two guards themselves, Sgt. Kobi Yosef and Sgt. Niv Drori, later testified to firing four shots "chest high".
Those were the first suicide bombings carried out by Palestinian terrorists inside Israel.
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Richard T. RodrÃguez is Associate Professor of English and Latina/Latino Studies at the University of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign.

Mark Woods Wed 12 Sep At its roots are questions of nationalism. In Orthodox understanding, this is
completely irregular, as there should be just one church per country. The poisonous atmosphere between
Ukraine and Russia since the conflict that began in has only exacerbated the struggle between the churches.
During the last fortnight, however, the situation has escalated. Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew is still the
first among equals among the heads of Orthodox Churches and regarded as their representative and spiritual
leader, though he has no direct jurisdiction over them. However, while he does have extensive authority over
dioceses and churches throughout the world, his economic and political power is dwarfed by that of Patriarch
Kirill, who thanks to generous support from President Putin controls a church that is not only very wealthy but
increasingly assertive. He draws on the full history of Eastern Christianity to argue that Bartholomew has
exceeded his authority â€” which his supporters, of course, thoroughly contest â€” and warns that the
Ecumenical Patriarch is leading the Church to schism. We will have no other choice but to break the
communion with Constantinople. It means that the Patriarch of Constantinople will no longer have the right to
call himself, as he is doing now, "the leader of the million Orthodox Christians worldwide. By his actions he
will, in fact, split the world Orthodoxy. Furthermore, in singularly intemperate language, he appears to claim
Ukraine itself is on the verge of collapse, with implications of a potential Russian takeover: That is why they
are trying to do their dirty deed as soon as possible. According to the Ukrainian think tank the Razumkov
Centre , however, 41 per cent of Orthodox believers support the creation of an autocephalous church, as
opposed to 21 per cent who oppose it. In the Western-backed region support rises to Many others, according
to the poll, are indifferent. However, the figures may indicate that while the bishops, appointed in happier
times, might feel a residual loyalty to Moscow, their congregations are far less likely to do so. What lies
ahead, then, for the unity of the Orthodox Church? It has, in fact, rarely been a united or harmonious body, not
least because it is organised on national lines and politics is never far away. Among them was the ROC, whose
decision to stay away was widely seen as a carefully timed and deliberate blow at the authority of
Bartholomew, whose brainchild the Council was. If Bartholomew does grant Ukraine autocephaly, he might
well find himself with the support of most of the Orthodox world, judged in terms of territory. FacebookAs the
two Patriarchs are taking tea, an employee darts forward. They are having tea together, and as Kirill is
reaching out for a cup a functionary darts forward and indicates the one he should take instead. Reports
immediately began to circulate on Ukrainian social media of an attempt to poison Bartholomew. I got to know
Alexander pretty well, and had a glass of water with him today in the presence of the Consul General of
Ukraine Oleksandr Gaman and Consul Max Vdovychenko The water was great Follow Mark Woods on
Twitter:
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From the Patriarch/Shooting Star show in March of at the Uptown Theater in Kansas City sponsored by Google Fiber.
This was the last song of the night where the bands combined to play this fan.

Try to find cover, even before the opening Patriarch sequence. Occasionally, he may open fire without
returning the camera to a player, which makes for an awkward and very dangerous experience. Inversely, if
you are quick enough, you may be able to do rough-estimate aim using your player model, and shoot the
Patriarch before the sequence is through. It is advisable to find cover when he stops to ready one of his
firearms. His rocket launcher is often a one-hit kill. Splash damage can also kill in one hit. It can set off laid
Pipe Bombs and he can use splash damage to kill players under cover. His chain-gun, usually fired in two or
three bursts. If the target does not find cover quickly, then they will generally incur a great amount of damage
within seconds of exposure, and often die on higher difficulties even with high damage mitigation. If the
Patriarch kills a player with his chain-gun, then he will switch to the next target instantaneously without
ceasing fire. This can result in multiple player deaths within seconds of chain-gun fire if caught in the open.
Even if player crouches behind a small cover, Patriarch will always miss its chaingun attack without changing
target. When attempting to dodge a rocket, be mindful of any walls and obstacles around you. Each rocket has
a large splash radius, and can inflict severe damage even when the rocket impact is several metres away. The
best way to dodge a rocket is to take cover behind a large obstacle that is at least 5 meters away from the
nearest wall from your side and staying on the move. However, the Patriarch can still shoot the ground near
the obstacle to inflict damage. After firing a weapon, the Patriarch often charges up to a player while cloaked
for a melee attack that knocks the victim backwards. If teammates do not distract the Patriarch, he will usually
attack the same target and a second hit often results in death. After incurring a sufficient amount of damage,
the Patriarch will fall to one knee. This is the best time to throw a barrage of grenades to his possible escape
routes to clog them up or focus fire. When he gets back up, there is a chance that he will cloak and flee at an
extremely high speed to heal. Once he is sufficiently distant from each player, he will stop to inject himself
with one of his vials. It is impossible to outrun him while he is fleeing, but players can catch him in the act of
healing and interrupt it by attacking him. When the Patriarch uses a melee attack, he knocks the player back. If
the player jumps immediately before being hit, the player will be knocked back farther with no additional
damage from the Patriarch. This would give the player more time to shoot or escape if the Patriarch decides to
follow up with another melee attack. Try not to get close to him trying to save another player, both could die
from the circular melee attack. The team should leave tanking and distracting to the Berserker as often as
possible. Players can trap the Patriarch by luring him into a room with only one exit, and then welding the exit
closed as the Patriarch enters. When the Patriarch takes enough damage and attempts to flee, he will have to
stop to break down the door, and can be interrupted by further damage. This is an effective tactic to prevent
him from healing. The quality of the weld is generally not important, so a quick tap should be sufficient. If the
room is too small, trapping him inside may trigger his deadly roundhouse swing attack instantly. The Patriarch
will attack a door in his path with his rocket launcher if and only if it is welded. During this time, he is rooted
in position. However, the rocket inflicts splash damage through some doors, and always inflicts splash damage
when the door is destroyed by the rocket. Be careful if you decide to repair a door under fire. When fleeing
from the Patriarch, placing a minimal weld on each door you pass will buy time because the Patriarch will
have to destroy each door. Players using the Commando perk can see the Patriarch while he is cloaked, and
can alert the team of where he is going. As his vitality goes down his cloak also becomes more and more
visible. When Patriarch is at low health he tends to rely on his chaingun-rocket launcher platform more than
melee attacks. A professional high level Sharpshooter can nail him down with the Crossbow multiple times as
he stands up after he goes down on his knees. Support Specialists should keep a good distance away from the
Patriarch and stay behind cover, as they are less effective at dealing damage until the phase. When Patriarch
blew all the party candles he should carefully stack triple hand grenades before his feet, then aim his M32 or
L. W on his torso. Headshots inflict more damage than body shots, but because the Patriarch often moves
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quickly it is generally difficult to use Sharpshooter weapons effectively with the exception of Dual
Handcannons , MK23s and Dual Magnums , which are capable of high DPS without headshots. Still, a smart
Berserker or even a Field Medic can evade his claw and tentacle thrust attack and keep him busy on his way to
escape route with quick melee hits while rest of the team focuses fire to bring him down. It is not
recommended to place Pipe Bombs excessively close together; each time the Patriarch incurs damage from a
Pipe Bomb , he gains temporary damage resistance against them, which stacks with each consecutive blast.
Hence, the Patriarch will incur full damage from each Pipe Bomb if they are each detonated 0. Since he fires
these rockets at players and welded doors it is not recommended to stand in places that will cause the Pipe
Bombs to get caught in the rocket blasts, or to place Pipe Bombs near welded doors; they will be detonated,
potentially wasting the bombs and injuring or killing the player who placed them. If you can, place the Pipe
Bombs where you think that the Patriarch will walk pass. The patrairch will open the door with his rocket
launcher which can blew up the pipebombs! You just place on both sides of the door, front and back. Close the
door without welding it. If you place the Pipe Bombs in a long hallway, when the patriarch charge at you he
can run pass the Pipe Bombs without worry and can result in all of your Pipe Bombs to blow up without
dealing much damage to your target.
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Chapter 4 : Patriarch - Tripwire Interactive Wiki
As he chases a medic (who ceased fire and is running away), the others shoot the Patriarch and then he will follow
someone else (who in turn runs away) while others keep shooting, etc. The extra speed and armor of the medics, along
with each other's healing abilities, makes this plan possible.

Edit Armor is essential for taking the Patriarch on. The sheer amount of damage these weapons do is necessary
to kill the Patriarch. A Commando with the Flamethrower and Bullpup is a good idea. Taking him down Edit
The best way to eliminate the Patriarch is to make him heal as few times as possible. Have the team constantly
attack the Patriarch with rockets, the Flamethrower and Hunting Shotgun blasts until he kneels. Constantly
being attacked quickly whittle down his health. Keep attacking the Patriarch after he gets on his knee. He will
occasionally try to attack with a melee attack or his minigun as soon as he recovers from getting on his knee.
By constantly hitting him with Hunting Shotgun blasts and LAW rockets, the team will shut down his attempt
to counterattack, keeping the team safe. A shot from any weapon will prevent the Patriarch from healing if he
is attempting to do so. Rockets will do a good amount of damage to him if they hit him directly or explode
near him. A constant barrage of rockets from the team can do enough damage to make him retreat and try to
heal. If he does start getting too close for comfort, a rocket barrage will mean that only a few Hunting Shotgun
blasts will be needed to stun him and make him retreat. The Hunting Shotgun is the best weapon to use at
short range. A headshot will do more damage than a LAW rocket if about half of the pellets hit his head, while
the other half hits his body. The Flamethrower is a very good support weapon to use against him. Being set on
fire will constantly damage him, which is very useful if you want him to retreat before he gets close to the
team. The Bullpup is handy for Commandos if they need to stop the Patriarch from healing. A quick burst will
cancel his healing animation. Just lob a few so that they. Avoiding his attacks Edit Make sure that you have
the ability to quickly get behind cover if he starts shooting his minigun. It can easily kill a player will full
armor and full health. This will give you more time to find some cover. His rockets have splash damage, so
they can kill if they hit a wall next to you. On that same rocket, try to put some space between you and
teammates. There is no way to avoid his melee attack. The team needs to make him retreat before he starts
picking off everyone with his melee attack. If you think that the Patriarch is targeting you for his charge
attack, get behind your teammates. The Patriarch will only attack when he reaches you. If he has to plow
through your team to get to you, it gives your teammates an extra second to stun him, which can easily save
your life. Enemies and bosses in Killing Floor Enemies.
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Chapter 5 : Russia's Orthodox Church freezes ties with Constantinople over Ukraine spat
The Patriarch (or Patty) is the final boss of a game in Killing Floor. The Patriarch is a heavily-mutated Kevin Clamley, the
CEO of Horzine. Kevin decided to take the fight to the DRF after they starting killing the specimens his company had
created.

You can help the Killing Floor Wiki by editing it. Extermination tactics for the Patriarch. Try to find cover,
even before the opening Patriarch sequence. Occasionally, he may open fire without returning the camera to a
player, which makes for an awkward and very dangerous experience. Inversely, if you are quick enough, you
may be able to do rough-estimate aim using your player model, and shoot the Patriarch before the sequence is
through. It is advisable to find cover when he stops to ready one of his firearms, which are: His rocket
launcher, often a one-hit kill. Splash damage can also kill in one hit. It can set off laid pipebombs and he can
use splash damage to kill players under cover. His chain-gun, usually fired in two or three bursts. If the target
does not find cover quickly, then they will generally incur a great amount of damage within seconds of
exposure, and often die on higher difficulties even with high damage mitigation. If the Patriarch kills a player
with his chain-gun, then he will switch to the next target instantaneously without ceasing fire. This can result
in multiple player deaths within seconds of chain-gun fire if caught in the open. Even if the player crouches
behind small cover, the Patriarch will always miss its chaingun attack without changing target. When
attempting to dodge a rocket, be mindful of any walls and obstacles around you. Each rocket has a large splash
radius, and can inflict severe damage even when the rocket impact is several metres away. The best way to
dodge a rocket is to take cover behind a large obstacle that is at least 5 meters away from the nearest wall from
your side and staying on the move. However, the Patriarch can still shoot the ground near the obstacle to
inflict damage. After firing a weapon, the Patriarch often charges up to a player while cloaked for a melee
attack that knocks the victim backwards. If teammates do not distract the Patriarch, he will usually attack the
same target and a second hit often results in death. After incurring a sufficient amount of damage, the
Patriarch will fall to one knee. This is the best time to throw a barrage of grenades to his possible escape
routes to clog them up or focus fire. When he gets back up, there is a chance that he will cloak and flee at an
extremely high speed to heal. Once he is sufficiently distant from each player, he will stop to inject himself
with one of his vials. It is impossible to outrun him while he is fleeing, but players can catch him in the act of
healing and interrupt it by attacking him. When the Patriarch uses a melee attack, he knocks the player back. If
the player jumps immediately before being hit, the player will be knocked back farther with no additional
damage from the Patriarch. This would give the player more time to shoot or escape if the Patriarch decides to
follow up with another melee attack. Try not to get close to him trying to save another player, both could die
from the circular melee attack. The team should leave tanking and distracting to the Berserker as often as
possible. Players can trap the Patriarch by luring him into a room with only one exit, and then welding the exit
closed as the Patriarch enters. When the Patriarch takes enough damage and attempts to flee, he will have to
stop to break down the door, and can be interrupted by further damage. This is an effective tactic to prevent
him from healing. The quality of the weld is generally not important, so a quick tap should be sufficient. If the
room is too small, trapping him inside may trigger his deadly roundhouse swing attack instantly. The Patriarch
will attack a door in his path with his rocket launcher if and only if it is welded. During this time, he is rooted
in position. However, the rocket inflicts splash damage through some doors, and always inflicts splash damage
when the door is destroyed by the rocket. Be careful if you decide to repair a door under fire. When fleeing
from the Patriarch, placing a minimal weld on each door you pass will buy time because the Patriarch will
have to destroy each door. Players using the Commando perk can see the Patriarch while he is cloaked, and
can alert the team of where he is going. As his vitality goes down his cloak also becomes more and more
visible. When Patriarch is at low health he tends to rely on his chaingun-rocket launcher platform more than
melee attacks. A professional high level Sharpshooter can nail him down with the Crossbow multiple times as
he stands up after he goes down on his knees. The Patriarch can only be decapitated by the killing blow.
Support Specialists should keep a good distance away from the Patriarch and stay behind cover, as they are
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less effective at dealing damage until the phase. When the Patriarch blows up all the party candles, he should
carefully stack triple hand grenades before his feet, then aim his M32 or L. W on his torso. Headshots inflict
more damage than body shots, but because the Patriarch often moves quickly it is generally difficult to use
Sharpshooter weapons effectively with the exception of Dual Handcannons , MK23s and Magnums , which
are capable of high DPS without headshots. Still, a smart Berserker or even a Field Medic can evade his claw
and tentacle thrust attack and keep him busy on his way to escape route with quick melee hits while rest of the
team focuses fire to bring him down. A level 4 Support specialist can employ a similar tactic with the AA12
and combat shotgun. A similar tactic usable by level 4 and higher Support specialists is to crouch when he
charges you for a melee attack, and fire both barrels of a hunting shotgun so that the pellets will pass through
both the chest and head hitboxes. This tactic will usually kill him instantly on lower difficulties, and on harder
difficulties it will cause him to fall to his knees, allowing for a finishing blow.
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Chapter 6 : Russian Orthodox Church cuts ties with Constantinople over Ukraine - BBC News
The Patriarch is the final boss of Killing Floor, appearing in the final wave of each game. He is the most powerful and
heavily armed specimen in the game, being equipped with a minigun, rocket launcher, a cloaking system and three
single use healing syringes, in addition to his powerful melee attacks.

February 1â€” years since his birth, and on April 7â€”ninety years from the day of his repose. Patriarch
Tikhon captained the ship of the Church through the bloody storm of anti-ecclesiastical persecution inspired
by the godless leaders of the communist regime, who had seized power in much-suffering Russia. Patriarch
Tikhon is one of the most venerated saints of our times. He has three feast days: On the eve November 17 of a
conference held in the St. A portrait by Victor Shilov. When he died, everyone suspected that he was
poisoned. This version has never been proved. I do not know whether it can be proved, but there has never
been any attempt to investigate it. If it is poisoning, then Patriarch should be called a hieromartyr. If his death
was from a heart attack, then it is anyway the death of a confessor. Tikhon lived under conditions of serious
persecutions against the Church and went through seven years of Patriarchal service as truly a way of the
cross, the path to Golgotha. These very years led to his untimely end. He died at sixty years of age; that is, he
did not live a very long life. Today, looking back at the history of the twentieth century, we can say that
Patriarch Tikhon is one of the greatest Russian saints, and he undoubtedly stands among the greatest universal
saints. He was chosen by the most remarkable Council in the history of the Russian Church. The delegates
were chosen democratically, without any political pressure. It was very representative [of society]â€”over
delegates. The Patriarch was also chosen in a remarkable way. First, twenty-eight candidates were chosen.
Then three were chosen out of these according to the number of votes. The Kremlin had already been occupied
by the communists, and therefore no services could be held there, so the icon was brought to the Church of
Christ the Savior. In this church, the holy hieromartyr Vladimir Bogoyavlensky served the Liturgy; he was the
first hieromartyr of the new martyr bishops. Zosima Hermitage drew the lot with the name of Patriarch
Tikhon. Patriarch Tikhon headed the Church during the most terrifying persecutions against Christians in
world history. We have more than sufficient grounds to say that Patriarch Tikhon stands at the head of the
army of new martyrs. He himself suffered persecutions from the very first days of his Patriarchy. This was in
the evening, when Patriarch Tikhon was going to bed. God Himself preserved His saint. The people coming
out to meet Patriarch Tikhon, freed from prison. Everyone knows the testimonial Patriarch Tikhon wrote to the
Bolsheviks, they know about his epistle with the anathema against iniquitous Bolsheviks. He tried through his
epistles to protect the Church from the persecutors and bandits. In he was arrested. He was interrogated in
court. A brochure of this interrogation with his comments survives. Then there was a year of strict
imprisonment in Donskoy Monastery. From there he was taken for interrogations to the Lubyanka. He spent
some time in the Lubanka prison. There is very little known about this. The politburo pronounced the death
sentence on him. Not the judge, but the Politburo itself made this secret decision. Chicherin convinced the
Politburo that the murder of Patriarch Tikhon will not be useful to the soviet government. It was decided not to
shoot the Patriarch, but to demand a letter of repentance from him instead. Having received what they wanted,
they released him. How do Christians act in such cases? A huge number of people understood what was going
on, stopped going to the Living Church churches, and returned to Patriarch Tikhon. The clergy that had joined
the Living Church came to the Patriarch with repentance. The people knew that Patriarch Tikhon was a holy
man. Before his eyes they closed churches, monasteries, and theological schools; they confiscated holy shrines
and opened reliquaries. Patriarch Tikhon had at times to stand all alone against the soviet persecutions and
seek the right path for the Church. Patriarch Tikhon Even while he was alive, the soviet newspapers slandered
Patriarch Tikhon unremittingly, humiliated him and mocked him. But no one believed this falsification. Those
who knew Patriarch Tikhon believed that he was a holy man. The people trusted him limitlessly, as a saint.
Patriarch Tikhon possessed moral authority, which turned out to be an extraordinarily powerful force that
united the Church, the clergy, and the entire Russian people. When Patriarch Tikhon reposed, even worse
times began for the Church. The lack of a spiritual leader produced adverse consequences. After his death the
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soviet authorities began picking people who suited their purposes to fill the position of patriarch. As long as
the Patriarch was alive he could be arrested, but it was impossible to compromise him. The people trusted him.
The twentieth century is one of the most difficult epochs in human history, when materialism, atheism, and
communism spread all over the entire globe, like a plague; when revolutions and antichristian persecutions
started happening everywhere. Science claimed that Christ was a legend, a myth, that He never existed. And
during this very time a giant of the Christian faith arises! A true Christian, who manifests Christian sanctity on
the Patriarchal throne! A flame of confessing faith stood on a candle stand seen by the whole world, and
glorified our Heavenly Father. Patriarch Tikhon is the image of an Orthodox saint, who stood alone against the
hurricane of bloody evil: They threatened to kill him also, and sent assassins on several occasions. He did not
run away from death. The only thing that he held dear was service to the Church. He understood that the Lord
had placed him as a lighthouse that should shine in the darkness and light the path to Christ. His circulars are
patristic teachings to all Christians for all the remaining ages. He blessed and thus legitimatized, as Patriarch
and as a saint, frequent Communion of the Holy Mysteries of Christ. He called the people to this. This
blessing has particular meaning to us. He blessed people for the labor of confession and martyrdom. He
showed by his own example how the Church can be victorious over the most terrifying, unbelievable evil.
Patriarch Tikhon He showed that the Church can be governed by holy bishops, even if it is deprived of
administrative forms. And its life, though outwardly disastrous, is an extraordinary example of faith. The
Church called forth these saints. In this sense, the communist persecution was the brightest page in the history
of the Christian Church. When has such a host of saints made known? And the Patriarch was their leader. The
warriors of Christ walked under his omophorion. This was unique in history. If you look at our history in the
historical scope of the Universal Church, then we see before us a terrifying picture of a spiritual war, when
persecutions are not happening in some distant province where an emperor comes and makes a local pogrom.
No, a whole enormous country, the largest country in the world, was subject to persecutions. Throughout
Russia the Church was declared illegal. And not just as a temporary measure, but with the intent of destroying
the whole Church. The entire episcopate was suffering repression. Almost all the priests were either killed or
imprisoned. Before the [Second World] war, in Russia only a few bishops and about priests remained free. But
the Church proved that it is not an earthly organization that can be closed or destroyed. It is the Body of
Christ. It showed that it is not bound by earthly forms. It answers deadly persecutions with the feat of
confession and sanctity, and it is victorious. If you imagine a painting, you would have a battle between good
and evil, the righteous and the sinners, and in this picture, at the head of the army and among the warriors,
following after Christ and the angelic powers, goes Patriarch Tikhon leading the army. The Gospel shows us a
spirit of victorious opposition on the way of the cross. These were Christians who took up their cross and
followed after Christ. There were hundreds of thousands of them.
Chapter 7 : Onyxwing Patriarch: Tactics? - General Discussion - Blade & Soul Forums
However, the Patriarch can still shoot the ground near the obstacle to inflict damage. From a long distance it's possible
to move or jump away from a rocket's path. After firing a weapon, the Patriarch often charges up to a player while
cloaked for a melee attack that knocks the victim backwards.

Chapter 8 : NPR Choice page
A family gathered to mourn its beloved patriarch on Wednesday, one day after he was shot dead outside his home in a
drive-by shooting that authorities suspect is gang-related. Jose Raul Corrales.

Chapter 9 : Patriarch | Killing Floor Mod Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Dominick Vashon, the patriarch of the crime family, seeks revenge on McGarrett for killing his grandson and sending his
son to prison. With help from his incarcerated son, he finds a man See full summary.
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